
HW7

animal solution I(y)Activity coefficient-measure ofhowmuch a solution differs from(a)Activity - measure of"effective concentration"ofa species in mixture

Ya =9x/XA A:Pr/P*Pa=yaProx
Put = 1atm

Pa= (0.51b) (740):answer convert since everything
is in Tour so,

then plug answer into: Piot:760Tour

ap:Pr/Pr*:answer

ac:Pc /P*:answer (where PC: 1 -Pa)

then,

YA
=an/Xx=answer

and

y =ac/X= =answer (where X =
=1 - Xp)

You should have 4 answers, the activity and activity crefficient
for both Ethanol and acetone



Prot

Pi

Raoult's Law:Pp =XaP*
Xwia =0.04 Henry's Law:Pp =k,XA

Dalton's Law:Protal=Pp+PB
x 1 20

=100 - 0.84
=0.94

Dalton's

-

Pro+al =kAXNA3 + XrzoPi
ne un
Henry's Raoult's

solve for RA

then, at5%,

Xwith
=0.05

X
1+c0

=100 - 0.05 =0.95

so, PNAsKi XNAs (Henry's]

and, PAco=XAcoPa (Raoul's]

then, P o+=PNAz +Prco (Dalon's)

You should have 3 answers at the end.



k

Innoand Patelli 12 =1x103g
XNz = =0.80

SO,
nazPimms Pwz=XNaPw2*

Paz =

kN A
Pwz

=10.80)(1bar)

ni 1120:217 mol PN2 =0.88 bar

thenI and RH =9.04x104 bar

No,weatar
plugin,solve. Whataboutat30bar?multiply by 50

-

An=Hobar-Upbar-answer

PV =nRT

v =

and solve.



XH20 =0.45 Vx20:1em/mol Y==57.5cm/mol 1 =298

V=
XAzo =HA2O

vo-1inme answer n+nz

0.45:3.75 mol solve forme
*** =Nosimol smolnz

0.78939/cm2
=answer

then, AV=V-V, and V =In

AV= (Haco) (vx20 -VF20) - (Me)(Xa -v)



↳ moving
*

kf

-P20 =XAzozo Xsuc:sur ATsus = KyM *can keep in

ni
molality

+1 +20
0-(-0.2°) =1.844m.M

C since they cancel out

answer ↑
X suc =M solve form (in mol/kg)↑ immoraineinmolar mass

of solvent1891mo) forH20

X
H20

=1 - Xsnc

Plug in solve
X sue=MarmassofHei



M =2RT where C =

M.P.co * assume density of dilute solution is
the density ofpure water. (0.99751m2

-molality at298k)
C =M.PA20

C =2M0Yg'PAzt
↓

Ciscoolm-answer in m12

then plug into M =CRT -> (KELVIN) to get Mideal

comparison:%
-

idealideal x00

I answers expected?



mi 0.3

↓ I ↓

i 293K
M

I =CRT
plugin *R =42.34tur
I 12.mol

C =M = answer
T If

you don'tuse
this

I will come outwrong.-

*unless you convert
C =

M

M.V

↓
Then,

M =(mass

imolarmass)oranswer in g/mol


